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Count RUl.'!ui'p1\D~slnquiry, &c. 81,' 

Being engaged, lately, dn.l$tqjerin.tending the ·boriqg. orean .. 
non,;in the -worksn0.psiofl1?he.1D.ilitaFyLarsenai<at;Municq, 1 
was ,struck with. thev~!fi lConsi~erable. <Wgroo::ofi:heatwhich;8. 
brass }gun ;21cquires;,<im. ,aiosntJrt',l;iD;:imVbeiftg' bored; 'and with 
the still ,more in.tense;heatr; (:n1l1t<ih-greatet: than· thato£ \ boiling 
water, as I .found .by;e.rIinemlt,~··.of the metallic'chips sepa
rated from it by die illGrer~ 

The more I meditated on these phrenomena, the more they 
appear,edto me to be'lctll1iou8·a:nd int~.l'esting. A thorough in
vestigationof them ·seemed ,ev.en· to ibid lfair.:to give-a iarther. 
insight ;ittto' tihe lhiddenna1:ure of lumt; :aml to enable us to 
form some reasoRabl~iC0nj~otures'respeeting thee:xistence, or" 
non-existence, of an igneous fluid: a subject on which the 'opi:.;, 
niona :of :philosnl'hers :;h~ve, lin. aU· ages,;been: rnuuft tdivi'«ed .. 
. In qrder .that the Society may have ~lear and distin.ctjdeas 

of the speculations and reasonings to which theseap.pearanees 
gave rise in my mind, and also of the sped-fic obj~et$ of'phi
losophical investigati()n~th~ysuggestedt6 m~".I ... Ipust'h~gl~ye 
to, state. them at some length, a:nd iIl~U~~ maI1n~r ~s I 'sh~ll 
think best suited to answer'thispurpose.· 

From whence comf!S the heat actually produced in the mecha-
nical 9peration above' mentioned? .' . ' . . ... 

Is it furnished . by ,the . metallic .chips wbicllare separated by 
the borer from the solid'iIlass dfinetal? . 

If this. were. the' case, then,~ccor4ing to theit}o(iern doc
trinespf latent heat, and of caloric,th~capacit.Y jorlieat ,of. the 
parts of.the metal; so'reduooo:;-tochips,J'Ought: not onlyto;be 
changed, buttlrecnange undergone by thetrlsll~uld 'be sUfR-

, • -< , ". ~ • ,. , , " 2~,. q" ,'.:'., -> , , . '., ~ 

ciently great to account for.all the, ,pea.t ,produced. 
But no such change had taken place; for I found, upon 
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takingeqlialqualltities~Lby weight; .of these chips, and .of thin 
slips :of. the'isame bleck .of, ,metal. separated· by: means .of a fine 
saw, and putting them;· at the same temperature, (that .of beil
ing water,) into equa!;quantities .of celd water,' (that is to say, 
at the temperature of59°tF.}the\pertibn .of waterinte which 
the chips were put was net, to all appearance, heated either 
less .or mere than the ether pertien, in which the slips . .of metal 
were put. 

This. experiment being repeated. several times,· the results 
were always se nearly the same, that I.ceuld net determine 
whether any, .or what change, had been produced in the metal, 
in regard to its capacity for heat, .by being reduced te chips by 
theberer.* 

Frem hence it is evident, that the heat preduced ceuld not 

oJ As these experiments are important, it may perhaps 'be agreeable to the Society 

to he made acquainted with them in their details. 

One of them was as (ollows: 

To 4590 grains of water, at the temperatul"e of 59°i F~ (an allowance as compen
sation, ~eckonedin water, for the capaCity for heat of the cOlltaining cylindrical tin 

vessel, being included,) were added 1016j grains ()f gun.metal in thin slips, separated 

from the gun by means of a fine saw, being at ;the. temperatUre of 210° F. When they 
had remained together I minute, and had been well stirred about, by means of a small 
rod of light wood, the heat of the mixture was found to be = 63°. 

From this experiment, the specific beat of the metal,calculated according to theru!e 

g!vcn by; Dr. (:RAWFORD, turns out to be _o.Hoo.that .ofwate'r being '= 1.0000. 

An experiment was afterwards made with the metallic chips, as foll<;>w,s: 
To the same <luantity of water as was used in the experime~t above mentioned, at 

the sametempetature~'(viz·. 59°f,) and in the same cylindrical tin vessel, were now 

put 10 16-s- grains of metallic chips of gun-metal, bored out of the s~me gun from 

which the sHps used in the foregQh,g experim.elltwere taken,ap,dat the same tempe
rature (210°) Oi. The heat of themixture~,at the end of I minute, .was just 63°,as 
before; consequently the specincheat ofthe,se metallic chips was: 0.1100. Each 

of the above experitnent.S :was repeated 3 times. and always with nearly the same 

resultj>. 
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possibly· have .heen furnished, at:,theexpemee' cof. the. latent heat 
of themetallkchips.: ) ~ut, pot hei~g':willingto rest. satisfied 
withthese.trials, however' Qonclusive they,appeared to me to 
be, l had ,recourse to the following,stillmore ,decisive experi
ment 
. Taking a cannon, {a hrass six"pounder,'} cast solid, androligh 

as it came from the foundry, (see fig. 1. Tab. IV.) and fixing 
it (horizontally) in the' machine used' for boring, . and at the 
same time finishing. the :outside of;too' ;cannori by/turning;: (see,\ 
fig: st. ) I caused its extremity: to! be cut ;off; :artd,) by turning, 
down. the metal in that part, a solidcylirider . was formed, 7-1 
inches indiameter,and 9h inches long; which, when finished,. 
remained joined to. the rest of the metal! {that which, ,properly, 
speaking, constituted the cannon,) . hya, small cylindrical neck) 
only 2t inches in diameter, and 3/0 inches lOIlg. 

This short cylinder, whi~h was supported in its horizontal 
position, andtumed round its axis, by means of the neck by 
which it :remained united to the cannon, was now bored with! 
the horizontal borer used in boring cannon ; ,but its bore, which; 
was 3.7 inches in diameter; .instead ,of being continued through 
its whole length (9.8 inches) ,was only 7.2 inches in length; 
50 that a solid bottom was left to this hollow cylinder, which 
bottom was 2.6 inches in thickness. 

This cavity is represented by dotted lines in fig. fa; as also 
in fig. 3. where the cylinder is represented on an enlarged 
scale. 

This cylinder being designed for the express purpose of ge
nerating heatby friction, ~yhaving a blunt borer forced against 
its solid bottom at the same thpe that it sho,uld be turned round 
its axis by the force of horses, in order that the heat accumu-. 

M2 
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lated in the cylinder might from time to time be measured, a 
small round hole, (see d, e, fig. 3.) 0.37 bfan inch only in dia
meter, and 4.2 inches in' depth, for the purpose of introducing 
a small cylindrical mercurial therniOll1eter, was· made in it, on, 
one side, in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder, 
and ending, in the middle of the solid' paTt of the metal which 
formed the bottom of its bore. 

The solid contents of this hoH6w:cylinder, exclusive of the· 
cylindrical. neck by which' it remained united to the cannon, 
were 2J85! cubic inches, English measure; and it weighed 
i 13.131b~ avoirdupois: as, 1 found, on weighing it at the end 
of the coarse of 'experiments made with it,. ar:td after it had. 
been separated from' the cannon with which, during the expe-. 
riments. it remained connected. * 

Experiment· No.1. 

This experiment was Ihade in order to ascertain how much 
heat was actually generated by friction, when, a blunt steel 
borer being 80 forcibly shoved (by means of a strong, screw) 
against the bottom of the bore of the cylinder, that the pressure 

• For fear I should be suspected of prodigality in the prosecution of my philoso
phical researches~ I think it necessary to inform the Society. that the caimon 1 made 
use of in this experiment was not sacrificed to it, The short hollow cylinder which 
'was formed at the end of it, was tumed out of a cylindrical mass of metal, about 2 feet 
in l~:ngth, projecting beyond the muzzle of the gun, called in the German language 
the verlorner kopj, (the head of the cannon to be thrown away,) and which is 
represented in fig. I. 

This additional projection, which is cut off before the gun is bored. is always cast 
'with it. in order that, by means of the pressure of its weight on the metal in the lower 
part of the mould, during the time it is cooling. the gun may be the more compact 
in the neigp.bo~rhood of the muzzle; . where. without this precaution, the metal WQuld 
be apt to be porous, or full of honeycombs. 
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against it was equal to the weighto£ :apoutl0000lb .. avoirdu ... 
pois, the cylinder was ~urned·roul\don ,its axis, (by the force 
of horses,. } at· thei rate of about 32) times in ,a miniute. 

This machinery; as it was put together for. the. experiment, 
isrepr.esented~ by fi~. 2. W is a strong horizontal iron bar, 
connectedwitlr proper machinery carried round by horses,' by 
means· of which the cannon was made to turn round its, axis. 

To prevent, as far as possible, the loss of any part. of 
the ""heat that was generated in the experiment, the .cylinder 
was; wetl covered up with a fit coating of thicka~(l wlrID 
flannel, which was carefully wrapped round it, and ,defended 
it 'on every side from the cold air of the atmosphere. This 
covering is not represented in the drawing of the apparatus, 
fig. 2. 

I ought to mention, that the borer was a flat piece of harde~ed 
steel, 0.6S of an 'inch thick, 4 inches long, and nearly as wide 
as the cavity of the bore of the cylinder, namely, st inches. 
Its corners were rounded off at its end, so as to make it fit 
the hollow bottom' of the bore; and it was firmly fa~ened to 
the iron bar (m) which kept it in its place. Tbe area of the 
surface by., which its end was in contact, with the bottom of the 
bore of the cylinder was nearly 2t inches. This borer, which 
is distinguished by the letter n, is represented in most of the 
figures. 

At the beginning of the experiment, the te~perature of the 
air in the shade,as also that of the cylinder, was just 600 F. 

At the end of SO minutes, when the cylinder had made 960 
revolutions about its axis, the horses 'being stopped, a cylin
drical mercurial thermometer, whose bulb was -f ;0 -of an inch 
in diameter, and sf inches in length, was introduced into the 
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hole made to receive it, in the side of the cylinder,. when the 
mercury rose almost instantly to 130°. 

Though the heat could not be supposed to be quite equally 
distributed in every part of the cylinder, yet, as the length of 
the bulb of the thermometer. was such that it extended from 
the axis of the cylinder to near its surface, the heat indicated 
by it could not be very differentfrom that of the mean tempera
tureof the .cylinder; and it was on this account that a thermo
meter of that particular form was chosen for this experiment. 

To see how fast the heat escaped out of the cylinder, (in or
der to be able to make a probable c(,mjecture respecting the 
quantity given off by it, during the time the heat generated 
by the friction was accumulating,) the machinery standing still, 
I suffered the thermometer to remain in its place near. three 
quarters or an hour, observing and noting down, at small in
tervals of time, the height of the temperature indicated by it. 

Thus. at the end of The heat, as shown by 
• the thermometer, was 

after 
4 minutes 
5 minutes, always reckoning from the 

first observation, 
at the end of ··7 minutes 

12 

14 

16 
20 

24 

28 
3 1 

34 
37t-

and when 41 minutes had elapsed 

1260 

,125° 

123e 

1200 

1190 

1180 

1161) 

1150 

1140 

1130 

1120 

111° 

IIOf> 
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Having taken away the borer, I now removed the metallic 
dust, or rather scaly matter, which had been detached from the 
bottom of the cylinder by the blunt steel borer, in this experi
ment;, and, having carefully weighed it, I ,found its weight to 

be8S7 grains Troy. 
Is it possible that the very considerable quantity of heat that 

was produced in this experiment (a quantity which actually 
raised the temperature of above l1Slb. of gun-metal at least 
70 degrees of FAHRENHEIT's thermometer, and which, of course, 
would have been capable of melting 6tlb. of ice, or of causing 
near 51b. ofice-cold water to boil,) could have been furnished 
by so inconsiderable a quantity of metallic dust? and this merely 
in consequence of a change of its capacity for heat? 

As the weight of this dust (8S7 grains Troy) amounted to 
no more than '9iathpart of that of the cylinder, it must have 
lost no less than 948 degrees of heat, to have been able to have 
raised the temperature of the cylinder 1 degree; andconse
quently it must have given off 66360 degrees of heat, to have 
produced the effects which were actually found to have been 
produced in the experiment! 

But, without insisting on the improbability of this supposi
tion, we have only to recollect, that from the results of actual 
and decisive experiments, made for the express purpose of as
certaining that fact, the capacity for heat, of the metal of which 
great guns are cast, is not sensibly changed by being reduced to 
the form of metallic chips, in the operation of boring cannon; 
and there does not seem to be any reason to think that it can 
be much changed, if it be changed at all, in being reduced, to 
much smaller pieces, by means of a borer that is'less sharp. 
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tJI' *e :lfeltt,;t~any!consid~rah1e,p_1t}£it, 'M1eF4';~pr{fdu~ in 
:(Ym-ttet'fttence of a chartgein ·thecapacityfo:r heat .. of a l'alt;Gf 
the :metal oLthe ,cylmder,as suclt<o(,}ha~eit<Mdd1cmly ibeSUpeit;;.. 
ficial, the cylinder:. would )~y!'d~.ees:Y·he ·'C3J~lill.\; ,o:rlthe 
quantities of· heat:' prod'lllced},j:m. any: given shm-.t, sp~tlf d.~~ 
wOldd;'ib:e;~{~nd,".di.illish,;wa.allY;j: :,in:gsuo6essWeitmt.peri ... 
mentsJg 'T.on1indo.~ij"tAis· rtfallY"~_ppenetl1iorlm>t;, }l"J.f¢peated 
the last-mentiGned . experiment :several ti1b.e~nwith lthef\l~st 
care; but I did not·' discover the:smallestsign'.()f le*h~8ti(\)n 
in the metaI,notwithstanding ,the Iarge4_nuties,,()f:'jheat;\ac~ 
tuaUy!,,~'Vem:~: 

, :~Findmg:somu(th.rea8on,*o.:"conduQ;er:t:Afttf~~~~emteA 
in 'these experimemts,'or excited"as.l ,would ;rather:~k0()Se;to 
express' it, wasinot:furnisA~d., at,th"eXf!«JGe Qj;the, , latenthe.at 
or combined iea/otic ·ofJt1lle'i.metal~i. 'l;pu$'be~:~y;~iJl'fl)l;irie$a\ step 
fal1b.er, ~au1d. ,end.eavQured to. nnd; out, whetker".e<;air :t\idt,;ior 
tlidnot,j ,eontcibut,e~anytbillg jll;·1he. g~iQ;lt . .QfAit. 

,*~ieriff!e1Jt N~, .. 2., 

As the bore' of .the cyliQ<;lerw~~<~ylil,lfl~i;<a~¥LJ1\S,~~;~fQf:). 
'bar,«m,} to the .. end ~of\which the<blulltsteelbor~)V~~~~~4, 
was sq~are, the: air, had. free.access toth,e illside9f the bqre, 
and even to the, bottQnl·of: it, 'Wher~. t~e JrictioJl;tookplE\l;;eby 
which the ,heat was excited. . . ,;.. . . . 

As ~neither<the ll.1etaUicchips \prpd.ucedinth.eo~~iJ.l~ry ;c01:1tse. 
oCtIle .operatioll :.9f boringbras.s canuon~ 'nor: tb~.ifill~r~G .. Jy 
partiCles. produced in. the!ast .);nentionede;gperi:rnep~s\<Qy; ,the 
friction of the . blunt borer,. :.sh9Wed ~y signs.9t>c~lcina:ti()lJ, I 
!did.not see how the air . could possibly ha:ve. ~heen.·the· cause 
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of the heat that was produced; but, in an investigation of this 
kind, I thought that no pains should be spared to clear away 
the rubbish, and leave the subject as naked and open to inspec
tion as possible. 

In order, by one decisive experiment, to determine whether 
the air of the atmosphere had any part, or not, in the genera;,. 
tion of the heat, I contrived to repeat the experiment, under cir
cumstances in which it was evidently impossible for it to produce 
,any effect whatever. By means of a piston exactly fitted to the 
mouth of the bore of the cylinder, through the middle of which 
piston the square iron bar, to the end of which the blunt steel 
borer was fixed, passed in a square hole made perfectly air .... 
tight, the access of the external air, to th~ inside of the bore of 
the cylinder, was effectually prevented. (In fig. 3. this piston 
(P) is seen in its place ;it is likewise shown in fig. 7 and 8.) 

I did not find, however, by this experiment, that the exclu
sion of the air diminished, in the smallest degree, the quantity 
of heat excited by the friction. 

'There still remained one doubt, which, though it appeared 
to me to be so slight as hardly to deserve any attention, I was 
however desirous to remove. The piston which closed the 
mouth of the bore of the cylinder, in order that it might be 
air-tight, was fitted into it with so much nicety, by m~ans of 
its collars of leather, and pressed against it with so much force. 
that, notwithstanding its being oiled, it occasioned a consider
able degree of friction, when the hollow cylinder was turned 
round its axis. Was not the heat produced, or at least some 
part of it, occasioned by this friction of the piston? and, as 
the external. air had free access to the extremity of the bore. 
where it came in contact with the piston, is it not possible that 

MDCCXCVUL N 
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this air may have had some share in the generation of the heat 
produced? 

Experiment NO.3. 

A quadrangular oblong deal box, (see fig. 4.) water-tight, 
lIt English inches long, 9140 inches wide, and 910 inches deep, 
(measured in the clear, ) being provided, with holes or slits in 
the middle of each of its ends, just large enough to receive, the 
one, the square iron rod to the end of which the blunt steel 
borer was fastened, the other, the small cylindrical neck which 
joined the hollow cylinder to the cannon; .when this box (which 
was occasionally closed above, by a wooden cover or lid-moving 
on hinges,) was put into its place; that is to say, when, l?y 
means of th~ two vertical openings or slits in its two ends, (the. 
upper parts of which openings were occasionally closed, by means 
of narrow pieces of wood sliding in. vertical grooves,) the box 
(g, h, i,k,fig. 3.) was fixed to the machinery, in such a manner 
that its bottom (i, k,) being in the plane of the horizon, its axis 
coincided with the axis of the hollow metallic cylinder; it is 
evident, from the description, that the hollow metallic cylinder 
would occupy the middle of the box, without touching it on either 
side, (as.it is represented in fig. 3. ;) and that, on pouring water 
into the box, and filling it to the brim, the cylinder would be 
c~mpletely cpvered, and surrounded on every side, by that fluid. 
And farther, as the box was held fast by the strong square iron 
rod, (m,) which passed, in a square hole, in the centre of one of 
its ends, (a, fig. 4.) while the round or cylindrical neck, which 
joined the hollow cylinder to the end of the cannon, could turn 
round freely on its axis in the round hole in the centre of the 
~ther end of it,. it is evident that the machinery could be put 
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in motion, without the least danger of forcing the box out of 
its place, throwing the water out of it, or deranging any part 
of the apparatus. 

Every thing being ready, Iproceeded to make the experiment 
I had projected, in the following manner. 

The hollow cylinder having been previously cleaned out, and 
, the inside of its bore wiped with a clean towel till it was quite 
dry, the square iron bar, with the blunt steel borer fixed to the 
end of it, was put into its place; the mouth of the bore of the 
cylinder being closed at the same time, by means of the circu
lar piston, through the centre of which the iron bar passed. 

This being done, the box was put in its place, and the join ... 
ings of the iron rod, and of the neck of the cylinder, with the 
two ends of the box, having been made water-tight, by means 
of collars of oiled leather, the box was filled with cold water, 
(viz. at the temperature of 60°.) and the machine was put in 
motion. 

The result of this beautiful experiment was very striking, 
and the pleasure it afforded me amply repaid me for all the 
trouble I had had, in contriving and arranging the complicated 
machinery used in making it. 

The cylinder, revolving at the rate of about 32 times in ft. 

minute, had been in motion but a short time, when I perceived, 
by putting my hand into the water, and touching the outside 
of the cylinder, that heat was generated; and it was not long 
before the water which surrounded the cylinder began to be 
sensibly warm. 

At the end of 1 hour I found, by plunging a thermometer into 
the water in the box, (the quat1tity of which fluid amounted to 
18.771b. avoirdupois, or 2-;f wine gallOl~s,) that its temperature 

N2 
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had been raised no less than 47 degrees; being now 107° of 
FAHRE.NHEIT'S scale. 

When 30 minutes more had elapsed, or 1 hour and 30 mi
l.1utes after the machinery had been put in motion, the heat of 
the water in the box was 142°, 

At the end of 2 hours, reckoning from the beginning of the 
experiment, the temperature of the water was found to be raised 
to 178°. 

At 2 hours 20 minutes it was" at 200°; and at 2 hours 30 mi
nutes it ACTUALLY BOILED! 

It would be difficult to describe the surprise and astonish
mentexpressed in the countenances of the by -standers, on 
seeing so large a quantity of cold water heated, and actually 
made to boil, without any fire. 

Though there was, in fact, nothing that could justly be con
sidered as surprising in this event, yet I acknowledge fairly 
that it afforded me a degree of childish pleasure, which, were I 
~mbitious of the reputation of a grave philosopher, I ought most 
certainly rather to hide than to discover. 

The quantity of heat excited and accumulated in this expe
riment was very considerable; for, not' only the water in the 
box, but also the box itself, (which weighed l5i-Ib.) and the 
hollow metallic cylinder, and that part of the iron bar which, 
being situated within the cavity of the box, was immersed in 
the water, were heated 150 degrees of FAHRENHEIT'S scale; 
viz.' from 60° (which was the temperature of the water, and ef 
the machinery, at the beginning of the experiment,) to 210\ 
the heat of boiling water at Munich. 

The total quantity of heat generated may be estimated with 
some considerable degree of precision, as follows.:. 
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h Quantity of ice-cold water waich, 
Of t e heat excited there appears to with the given quantit}'of heat, 

might have been heated 180 dc-
have been actually accumulated, greei, or made to boil. 

In the water contained in the wooden box, 
In avoirdupois weight. 

18! Ib.:avoirdupois, heated 150 degrees, name· 
ly, from 60° to !ino" F. .. 

In 113.131b. of gun-metal, (the hollow cylinder,) 
heated 150 degrees; and, as the capacity for heat of 
this metal is to that of water as 0.1.1 00 to 1.0000, this 
quantity of heat would have heated 12tlb. of water 
the same number of degrees 

In 36.75 cubic inches of iron, (being that part of 
the iron bar to which the borer was fixed which en-
tered the box,) heated 150 degrees; which may be 
reckoned equal in capacity for heat to 1.21Ib. of water 

N. B. No estimate is here made of the heat accu
mulated in the wooden box, nor of that dispersed 
during the experiment. 

Total quantity of ice-cold water which, with the heat 
actually generated by friction, and accumulated in 2 
hours and go minutes, might have been heated 180 de-

lb. 

15·2 

1.01 

grees, or made to boil 2~.58 

From the knowledge of the quantity of heat actually pro
duced in the foregoing experiment, a.nd of the time in which it 
was generated, we are enabled to ascertain the velocity of its 
production, and to determine how large a fire must have been, 
or how much fuel must have been consumed, in order that, in 
burning equably, it should have produced by combustion the 
same quantity of heat in the same time. 

In one of Dr. CRAWFORD'S experiments, (see his Treatise 
on Heat, p. B~H,) 37 lb. 7 oz. Troy, = 181920 grains) of water" 
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were heated 2-[0 degrees or FA.HR.ENHEIT'sthermometer, with 
the heat generated in the combustion of 20 grains of wax.. 
This gives 382032 grains of . water heated 1 degree with 26 
grains of wax; or 14693~ .~ grains of water heated 1 degree: or 
':::3 = 81.631 grains lleated 180 degrees, with the heat gem!
rated in the combustion of 1 grain of wax. 

The quantity of ice-cold water which might have· been heated 
180 degrees, with the heat generated by friction in.the before
mentioned experiment, was found to be 26.S8Ib. avoirdupois, 
= 188060 grains; and, as f?1.631 grains of ice-cold water re
quire the heat generated in the combustion of 1 grain of wax, to 
heat it 18Q degrees, the former quantity of ice-cold water, namely 
188060 grains, would require the combustion of no less than 
2303.8 grains (= 4I~OZ. Troy) of wax, to heat it 180 degrees. 

As the experiment (No.3.) in which the given quantity of 
heat was generated by friction, lasted 2 hours and 30 minutes, 
= ISO minutes, it is necessary, for the purpose of ascertaining 
how many wax candles of any given size must burn together, in 
order that in the combustion of them the given quantity of heat 
may be generated in the given time, and consequently with the 
same celerity as that with which the heat was generated by flic
tion in the experjment, that the size of the candles should be 
determined, and the quantity of wax consumed in a given time 
by each candle, in burning equably, should be known. 

Now I found by an experiment, made on purpose to. finish 
these computations, that when a good wax candle, of a mode
rate size, i of an inch in diameter, burns with a clear flame. 
just 49 grains of wax are consumed in 30 minutes. Hence it 
appears, that 245 grains of wax would be consumed by such 
~ candle in ISO minutes; and that, to burn the quantity of 
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wax (= 2303.8 grains) necessary to produce the quantity of 
heat actually . obtained by friction in the experiment inques
tion, and in the given time, (150 minutes,) nine candles, burn
ing' at once., would not be sufficient; for, 9 multiplied into 245 
(the number of grains consumed by each candle in 150 mi
nutes) amounts to no more than 2205 grains"; whereas the 
quantity of wax necessary to be burnt, in order to produce the 
given quantity of heat, was found to be 2303.8 grains . 

. From the result of these computations it appears, that the 
quantity of heat produced equably, or in a continual stream, 
(if I may use that expression,) by the friction of the blunt steel 
borer against the bottom of the hollow metallic cylinder, in the 
experiment under consideration, was greater than that produced 
equably in the combustion of nine wax candles, each *' of an 
inch in diameter, all burning together, or at the same time, 
with dear bright flames. ' 

As the machinery used in this experiment could easily be 
carried round by the force of one horse, (though, to render the 
work lighter: two horses were actually employed in doing it,) 
these computations show further how large a quantity of heat 
might be produced, by proper mechanical contrivance, merely 
by the strength of a horse, without either fire, light, combus
tion, or chemical decomposition; and, in a case of necessity, 
the heat thus produced might be used 'in cooking victuals. 

But no circumstances can be imagined, in which this method 
of procuring heat would not be disadvantageous; for, more 
heat might be obtained by using the fodderneeessary for the 
support of a horse, as fuel. ' 

As soon as the last mentioned experiment (No.3.) was 
finished, the water in the wooden box was let off, and the box 
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removed; and the borer being taken out of the cylinder, 
the scaly metallic powder,which had been produced by the 
friction of the borer against the bottom of the cylinder, was 
collected, and, being carefully ·weighed, was found to weigh 
4145 grains, or about 83- oz. Troy. 

As this quantity was produced in 2t hours, this gives 824 
grains for the quantity produced in half an hour. 

In the first experiment, _which lasted only half an hour, the 
quantity produced was 837 grains. 

In the experiment No.1, the quantity of heat generated, in 
half an /Jour, was found to be equal to that which would be 
required to heat SIb. avoirdupois of ice-cold water 180 degrees, 
or cause it to boil. 

According to the result of the experiment No. 3, the heat 
generated in half an hour, would have caused S.gllb. of ice-cold 
water to boil. But, in this last-mentioned experiment, the heat 
generated being more effectually confined, less of it was lost; 
which accounts for the difference of the results of the two ex
periments. 

It remains for me to give an account of one experiment 
more, which was made with this apparatus. I found by the 
experiment No. 1. how much heat was generated when the 
air had free access to the metallic surfaces which were rubbed 
together. By the experiment No.2, I found that the quan .. 
tity of heat generated was not sensibly diminished when the 
free access of the air was prevented; and, by the· result of 
No. 3, it appeared that the generation of the heat was not 
prevented, or retarded, by keeping the apparatus immersed in 
water. But as, in this last-mentioned experiment, the water, 
though it surrounded the hollow metallic cylinder on every 
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sitl~,.'r'(~eriJlaUY;'~'iW~!;!·~~':lSU~~~J~:lf~~·th~,+~a~ity!;:~p.:its 

liore,·',(bein~"~~t~tbY+ft~~~~tQl'H~~~lJ.~hQ~~\lentJ,,,q.i4' 
not"come}J'iri1b*l~ontaC'tl"witb" th'emetaiie;sutiaoes·, \\~ll~t¢!(i,~~, 
htWt~\~wa~g.en~_d'~, tclJ:i8e~hwM.'t~eifec.~~'\~nld"J:J:e>i~ptotlwed 

by · giving the/w,atBr· fvee. access·,to·;thes.~!Sliltfai0es~i t ')1;ow;jma~ 
tne 

!£~j?etitn~1!t }/o .. 4. 

,'·.IDhe<)p?ston.iwhiGh,close.{t_"',~t.jtib'~~~~yJ,inder 
btMNg~_m:tived/ftheli',bbtnt~bor~pl "andtlie:cylil11de~'1 ~~i.~ 

mi>reput';togetherf~and the,boK being fixed·'iiRit$; 'pl~e,,:~););d 

filled>witb .waterj ,the'.maGhin~ry;'wa$"a~in'l~\lt~m~,~ti~l}~, .. ;:" 
There was:nothing in the resulto£th~sexpeqlmen$i~~lf~ 

de1Ts.itJlec~ssar¥: iQ»:me,toibe verf"patticulaFjn4n)fI:~~pWl.lt of 
it~:<aeat,was7;ge!aerated,;as! in rtbe:f()r.mer:,·~~)~rim~~ii!,*np,.'t~!p:, 
alhappearance,;quitaas:1'apitU'y: ;:andJ bijv;e 211Q:qQl;lP;;.b\lt: :tIJ~ 

water in the box would have been broug.ht·tQi boih; pa(),r~~ re~~ 
perim~tbeen~ontinue~l;.~.~~~s1h~.l~~t~. )ffi~~Qly citC,UlIl" 

stance that surprised me, Wa$i~fiQ'~~~rh~)'Y.lliUertljife~~ .w,~s 
occasioned in the noi~e{.made'.Y:f;t~}.~er:).d1) (~bl\>:i~g ;a~illst 
the,l}ottQUl:;;of theb~iof..~be;.cyliIil<J~rj; .~~i~lipg ,t4e i1iK>:re.,Wim 
water,,::(his<uoise"'~M'hi~h 'WJla::o~er~)t{;gfa.tipg.st~l, ~b~L;AA~s,a,P<l 
sometimes a1Illost.;insupp~~,hle;(\Mf:~~~, A~"I·~~;l~." i3~;fs;1~"c;QqJr.l 
judge.. of; ,it, ·qwteas. Jou:~:~an.dHl.s~<t.!~le~i\lV;ij~n ~he, 8,4rT 
faces*ulWe4.tQge~htlJ;' w~e~;W,e.t·~~tllt.:wq.t~.,'.:~~iW~~llitb~y."w~t~ 
in cOlJ.~~ct »rith.;~r. 

;;Qy, ,:!lledit:tting. ,Oll" the; .ir~$~lts(of»l;jll;~b,eS~:,~J,~rhnen.ts;/, ;Vi4 
ate natlJ.:ra~ly 1}l':94gh.t;,~t();,thatj igr~t .q\les;tiOlliW~ic41' ~~ .sp 
often ,;been thesupje,cf of .. S~9ij.latiQn~;;~mpng i,philQsoph~:t:~.i 
n,ameJ:y" 

MDCCXCVIII. o 
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.Wh,at'is heat?':"':Is "there any sueIi' thing a.s a:nigneous, 

fiu'id?""';"ls there any tlling that can with propriety be called, 
caloric? 

We have seen that a very corisiderable quantity of heat may 
1)e excited in the frictiondftwo'metallic surfaces, and given. 
off ina constant stream or flux, in all directions, without inter
ruption or intermission, and without. any signs of diminution, 
or exhaustion . 

. From whence came the heat 'which was continually,given off 
in this manner, in the foregoing experiments? Wasitfurnished 
by the small particles' of metal,detachedfrom'the larger solid 
masses, on their being rubbed together?, This, as we have al
ready st!eri, could not possibly have been the case . 

. Wash furnished by the air?' This could not have been the 
case; for, in three of theexperimerits,themachinerybeing kept 
immersed in water, the access of the air of the atmosphere was 
completely prevented. 

Was it furnished by the 'water which sUrrounded the ma
chinery? That this could not have been the case is evident;. 
first, because this water was continually receivingheaffrom 
the machinery, and could not, at the same time, be giving to, 
and receiving heatJrom, the.same body; and secondly, because 
there was no chemical decomposition. of any part of this water~ 
Had any such decomposition taken.place, (which indeed could 
riot .reasonably have been expected,) one of its component elas
tic fluids (most probably inflammable air) must,at the same 
time,have been set at liberty, and, in making its escape into 
the atmosphere, would have been .detected; '. but, though I fre-. 
quentIy examined the water, to see .. if any air bubbles rose 
up through it, and had even made preparations for catching 
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them, in order to examine them, if any should appear, I could 
perceive none; nor was there any sign of decomposition of 
any kind whatever, or other chemical process,.going on. in 
the water. 

Is itpossible.that the heat could have been supplied by means 
of the iron bar _to the end of which the blunt steel borer was 
fixed? or by the small neck of gun-metal by which the hollow 
cylinder was united to the cannon? These suppositions appear 
'more improbable eyer) thaneith~rpf -those before mel)ltione<l; 
for heat was continually going. oft~, or·Qut of the machin~ery, by 
both these passages, during the whole time the experiment 
Jasted. 

And, in reasoning on this subject" we must not. fOrge~ to 
consider that )IJ9st reJ)larkable circumstance, that the source 
of the heat generated by friction, in these experiments, ap
peared evidently to be inexhaustible. 

It is hardly necessary to add, that any thing which any itL~ 
sulated body, or system of bodies, can continue to furnish with
outlimitation, cannot possibly, Qe ,am,aterial s.ubstance: and it 
appears to me to be extremely-difficult, if not quite impossible, 
to form any distinct idea of any thing. capable of being excited. 
llnd communicated, in the manner the heat was excited and 
communicated in these experiments, except'it be. MOTION. 

I am very far from pretending to know how, or by what 
means, or mechanical contrivanc~, that particular kind of mo
tion in bodies, which has been supposed to constitute heat, is 
excited, continued, and propagated, and I shall not presume 
to trouble the Society with mere conjectures; particularly on 
a subject which, during so many thousand years, the most 

02 
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enlightened" philb'sophets "have'etid0avou:red;,' hut' 'in vain, to 
comprehend'., 

But, although the meCJlanism of heat should, in fact,- be one 
of those myst~ries of nature which are beyond the'feachof 
human intelligence; this' oughtby nomea'ns ·'to diseoiirage us, 
or 'even lesSen' our 'ardoiir~; 'ih6ut'atteinpts (to 'iIive~igate the' 
laws of its dp~ratioris~How'fai;can \vela:dvanoe' lurany of the 
paths\vhicnsCience hag' opEn'led' to us; before we find ourselves 
envelbped in those thick mists which, :on every side; bound the 
ho6zori of the human''int~llect ?But, how ample, and how'in
teresting, is the field that'is gNren its t() explore! 

Nobody, surely, in his sober senses, has ever pretended to 
understand the' mechanism '6£ -gravitation; and' yet what' sub
lim:e discoveries was our immortal NEWTON' enabled to'~lnake, 
merely by the investigation of:the'la:ws efits action! , 
: Th~ effects produced in the world by the agency of heat, 
are probably just as'extensive, and quite as important, as 
those which are owing 'f6the tendency of the particles of 
matter towards each:other ~ ~knd 'there is no dou bi but its 
operations are, in an·ca~esi;'d~terminedby laws equally im
mutable. 

Before I finish this paper, I would beg leave to observe, 
that although, in treating the subject I ,4ave endeavoured to 
investigate, 1 have 'made no mention of the names of those 
who have gQne over the same ground before me, nor of the 
success of their labours; this omission has not been owing to 
any want of respect for my predecessors, but was merely to 
avoid prolixity, and to be more at liberty to pursue, without 
interruption, the natural train of my own ideas. 
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DESORIPTION OF TH:E;' FIGfiES (Tab. IV.) 

Fig. 1. shows'the cannon used-in the foregoing experiments, 
in the state it ,was in when it came from the foundry., 

Fig. 2. shows the machinery ~s~d in the exp~rilPents lSTo. 1,' 

and No. 2. The cannon is seen fixed in the machine used 
. . 

for boring cannon. W is a ~trong iron bar, (which, to save 
room in the drawing, is represented as broken off,) which bar, 
being united with machinery (not expressed in the figur.e) 
that is carried round by horses, causes the cannon to turn 
round its axis. 

m is a strong iron bar, to the end of which the blunt borer 
is fixed; which,. by being forced against the bottom of the 
bore of the short hollow cylinder that remains connected by 
a small cylindrical neck to the end of the cannon, is used in 
generating heat by friction. 

Fig. 3. shows, on an enlarged scale, the same hollow cylin
der that is represented on a smaller scale in the foregoing 
figure. It is here seen corinect~(r:With the wooden box (g, h, 
i, k,) used in the experimentsN:b~;;8, and No. 4, when this 
hollow cylinder was immersed in water. 

p, which ,is marked by dotted lines, is the piston which 
.closed the end of the bore of the cylinder. 

n is the blunt borer seen side-wise. 
d, e, is the small hole by which the thermometer was in

troduced, that was used for ascertaining the heat of the cylin
der. To save room in the drawing, the cannon is represented 
broken off near its muzzle; and'the iron bar, to which the blunt 
borer is fixed, is represented broken off at m. 
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Fig. 4. is a perspective view of the wooden box, a section 
of which is seen in the foregoing figure, (see'g, h, i, k, fig. 3.) 

Fig. 5 and 6 represent the blunt borer n, joined to the iron 
bar m, to which it was fastened. 

Fig. 7 and 8. represent the same borer, with its iron bar, 
together with the piston which, in the experiments No.2 and' 
NO.8, was used to close the mouth of the hollow cylinder. 
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